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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION 
PROBLEM AND ITS SCOPE
Extra-curricular activ ities are not new in themselves; hut 
they are new in the many of the schools that are now trying to sponsor 
a program that w ill take care of many of the needs of the youth of 
their community. Extrar-curricular activities are those activities  
of the school that have sprung up and developed through the desires 
and efforts of the pupils themselves. They may he included in the 
regular curriculum, carried on during school hours, and may carry 
credit towards graduation. Usually some member of the school staff 
serves as an advisor to the groups. The problem of developing an 
adequate program of activ ities is  not easy because there are no 
set standards or models for the administrators to follow . Almost 
every club is  a distinctive group. It is  true the ideal club should 
follow certain guiding principles, but nevertheless, each group 
has separate and distinct problems to cope with. According to 
Elbert E. Fretwell, a worthwhile club should have some of the fo l­
lowing characteristics:
"1. Common interest: The club is  composed of 
a group of pupils of about the same level 
of achievement in respect to the activity of 
the club, who voluntarily join the club 
because of common interest in the activity  
to be carried on.
2. The common interest may grow out of any 
one of three possible sources:
a. Grow out of the curriculum: The common 
interest may he discovered in the curric­
ulum, and it  may he of such a nature that 
this particular group desire to follow  it  
heyond the hounds of the curriculum as 
the curriculum now exists. Wherever 
possible the cluh should grow out of the 
curriculum. Classroom teaching that en­
ables pupils to discover worthwhile 
interests is  a real basis of cluh ac­
tiv ity .
h. Bcploration and experiment: The cluh may 
explore a promising f ie ld  of activity  
that has not yet become a part of the 
curriculum. In this f ie ld  the teacher- 
sponsor and the pupils may experiment with 
materials profitable to the pupils here 
and now, and which, after necessary try­
outs, may become a part of the accepted 
curriculum.
c. Permanently outside the curriculum: The 
club may be based on a common interest 
of pupils that is  and probably w ill remain 
outside of the curriculum. The curriculum 
should be founded on pupil interests, but 
the curriculum does not necessarily include 
a ll  the pupils* worth-while interests.
The taught and tested curriculum of the 
school does not, never has, and probably 
never w ill include a l l  of the worthy 
interests that pupils have and that can 
make for worth-while knowledge, sk ills ,  
and appreciations, and for intelligent 
use of leisure now and in later liv ing .
3. Size of the club: The club is  large enough to 
provide a situation whereby there is  group 
stimulus, and yet the club is  small enough
to necessitate constant, continuing partic i­
pation by the members either as individuals 
or as members of small groups within the 
larger group.
4. Active participation: This voluntary group 
is  composed of pupils of about the same 
ab ility  in respect to the activity of the 
club who are actively finding out what to 
do, planning how to do i t ,  and doing i t .  
Non-participation automatically eliminate
a member from the group. The club is  fo r  
workers. Intelligent followship is  recog­
nized: leadership is adequately distributed
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and responsibility w illing ly  and effectively  
assumed.
The comparatively passive listener may re­
ceive some "benefit or even "catch" an active 
interest "by "belonging to the club. However# 
since it  is  impossible to belong to many 
clubs at the same time# the pupil w ill 
probably achieve most in exploring both his 
capacities and major fie ld s  of possible ac­
tiv ity  and in developing his knowledge, 
skills# and appreciations by belonging to 
a club in which he has a definite# active 
interest.
5. A stepping-up program: The club program 
provides for successive steps in achievement 
with appropriate recognition at each step.
This motivation requires that the members’ 
attention-span be taken into consideration# 
and consequently that the "steps," especially  
the f ir s t  and second ones, shall be large 
enough to challenge the individual# but
not so great as to discourage him.
A ll pupils w ill not advance in the succes­
sive steps; some pupils w ill find worth­
while, satisfying activity in a latera l 
Bpread of the leading-on interest. However# 
the club should expect most members to pro­
ceed in successive# advancing steps in 
achievement.
6. Satisfaction: The club is  composed of a group# 
the members of which find satisfaction primar­
i ly  in the activity of the club rather than
in showing-off exhibition to non-members.
7. Pupil membership: The school in its  scheme 
of organization and administration of clubs 
provides for a club member# who find he is  
no longer interested in the fie ld  of the 
club's activity* to transfer in an honorable 
and dignified manner to another and a 
desired fie ld .
8. The club's relation to the school: The school 
is  attempting to f i t  its  pupils to live  in a 
democratic society and to make democratic 
society a f i t  place in which to liv e . The 
club chartered by the school, while serving 
the pupil, renders some definite service to 
the school in aiding the school to achieve 
its  objectives.
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9. The club name: The name of the club and the 
names of the ranks in the stepping-up program 
can have an appeal to the imagination of the 
members.
10. The club sponsor: The adult sponsor has a 
healthy curiosity and a real interest in the 
f ie ld  of activity and has or comes to have a 
genuine delight in the personnel of the club.
This adviser knows what to advise, when to 
advise, and in what amount.
The problems that arise in the sponsoring and supervising 
of the club activ ities are hard to solve. They are d ifficu lt  be­
cause there are no set standards to follow.
In the last decade many studies have been made covering 
the different aspects of the fie ld  in order to get some objective 
data concerning the activ ities; their values; teacher preparation; 
their effect on scholarship; success in after l i f e  of participants; 
and other phases. Shannon studies the success in after l i f e  of pupils 
who were very active in extra-curricular activ ities and those who 
were not active and discovered that the active pupils more often 
made a greater success of l i f e  after school.* 2 Tremper in his study 
in Wisconsin found that, on the average* participation in extra­
curricular activ ities did not affect adversely the scholastic stand­
ing of the pupils. It  was also found in this study that non­
participation did not result in higher morals.** F. Byron Cory 
found in his study of extra-curricular activ ities in Creston High
Fretwell, Elbert K .t Extra-curricular Activities in 
Secondary Schools. Houghton M ifflin  Company,
2 Boston, 1931, pp. 290-2.
Terry, Paul W., "Summary of Investigations of Extra-curric­
ulum Activities in 1929," School Review. 38:663-72, 
November, 1930.
^Monroe, Walter S ., "The Effect of Participation in Extra- 
Curriculum Activities on Scholarship in the High School," 
School Review, 37:747-52, December, 1929.
High School, Creston, Iowa, that graduates ranked music, business 
activ ities, and those activ ities that made for a fu lle r  l i f e  more 
useful in later l i f e  than participation in athletics.^- In a study 
of many graduates of Ohio State University it  was shown that more 
than f i f t y  per cent of the secondary school teachers throughout
the country must perform extra-curriculum duties, for which they
2
are not adequately trained.
De-limitation of the Problem
This study is  limited to the school clubs in the c lassified  
high schools in North Dakota. By school clubs the writer means 
a ll  non-athletic group activ ities that are sponsored by or under 
the direction of the school.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is  to answer to some degree the 
following questions:
1. To what extent the club programs have been developed 
in the c lassified  high schools;
2. In how many of the schools the activities of the 
pupils are recorded and to what extent the point 
system is  used.
3. What effort is  made in the c lassified  high schools 
to develop student government;
4. Are the schools more active in sponsoring school
publications as newspapers, annuals, and handbooks 
than they are in sponsoring school clubs; *2
^Cory, E. Byron, "High School Graduates Praise Extra-curriculum 
A ctiv ities ," School Review, 43:672-82, November, 1935.
2 EHiassen, R. H ., "The Teacher and Extra-Curriculum Activities," 
School Review, 40:364-71, May, 1932.
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5. To what extent scholarship is  fostered by honor 
societies;
6. When do clubs meet and the reasons for the time 
they meet;
7. How active are schools in sponsoring national youth 
organizations such as Boy Scouts and G irl Scouts;
8. Are athletics stressed to the detriment of non- 
athletic groups;
9. What do administrators consider to be the value 
and purpose of the school clubs.
An attempt was made to answer these questions in the fo l­
lowing study. Prom this information it w ill  be possible to judge 
to some extent what the c lassified  high schools are doing in club 
work and what steps should be taken to improve their present pro­
grams.
Method and Source of Data
In order to secure the necessary data a questionnaire was 
sent to the administrators of one hundred ninety-two of the clas­
sified  high schools in North Dakota. Of this number ninety-nine 
were returned. The answers were representative of the three 
classes of high schools that are listed  in the North Dakota 
Educational Directory. Questionnaires were sent to one hundred 
seven of the one hundred thirteen f ir s t  class schools and replies 
were received from f i f t y -s ix  of the schools. They were sent to 
thirty-nine of the forty-three second class schools and replies 
were received from twenty-three. Porty-six of the fifty -th ree
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third class schools received the questionnaire and twenty of them 
replied. The method for the classification  of the high schools 
is  found in the High School Manual.1 The information concerning 
the club programs of the schools in the Grand Porks area was gained 
by personal interviews with the principals of the respective schools 
and the advisors of some of the clubs.
The questionnaire method of gathering information is limited 
by the ab ility  and the willingness of the respondent. A ll of the 
questionnaires were answered by the administrators of the high schools 
from which they were received. These people from their positions 
should be capable of giving a l l  of the information that was asked.
The fact that the questionnaire asked for the name of the respondent 
can hardly have influenced the type of answers that were received 
since the information wanted was merely a statement of the conditions 
existing in the high schools and their opinions of the values of 
school clubs. A l is t  of the schools that replied in each class 
and the administrators w ill be found in appendix B.
1High School Manual for North Dakota High Schools. Dê  




Extra-curricular activ ities have existed in some form since 
the Beginnings of our educational history. The amount and extent 
of the program of extra-curricular activ ities have varied with thefa
kinds of schools and the educational theory that existed during the 
different periods of our educational history. They have also varied 
with the content of the required curriculum. Many things that 
are now considered extra-curricular were included in the curriculum 
in former times, and likewise, things that we now include in the 
ctrriculum were many times le ft  out and expected to he provided 
by other agencies than the schools.
In old Greek education especial stress was laid  on "reading 
w ell, reciting well* and singing w e ll,"1 as well as having a well 
developed physical body. To them music and physical education were 
just aa important in the education of the young as was the training 
and development of the mind. Schools were established for the 
teaching of music and physical education. Since the Greeks believed 
in education by doing and not by learning from books, they spon­
sored children's games, contests in running, and ba ll games of various 
kinds. These activities were held in connection with the regular 
activ ities of the school; in fact for the period from eight to
2
sixteen, one half of a boy's time was given to sports and games.
1Cubberly, Ellwood P ., The History of Education. Houghton 
M ifflin  Company, Boston, 1920, p. SO.
^Cubberly, 0£. c it . .  p. 31.
8 .
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Many of the activ ities that in the present educational system 
are considered as extra-curricular activities had their beginnings 
in the earliest education. We can find forerunners of our purely 
social club groups in the education of Athens. Roemer, Allen and 
Yarnell say*
" I f ,  for example, we examine higher education 
in ancient Athens, after the organization of 
the University, we find in connection with it  
practically everything in the way of student 
activities that can be found in a modern 
university. When ships came in to bring 
students from foreign ports in the days when 
Athens was famous as an educational center, 
the old students would meet the ships, and 
"rushing" took place Just as it  does today 
in our universities with the freshman class.
Sometimes even after much persuasion a young 
man refused to go with the particular crowd 
or gang that was "rushing" him, and he was, 
as a consequence, kidnapped and kept in hid­
ing and in confinement until he was w illing  
to come to terms. In general, the same kinds 
of hazing and the same kinds of student 
pranks which we find today in our colleges 
and secondary schools were being practiced 
many years ago in ancient Athens.
In Rome, the early educational theories were also charac­
terized by doing. The Romans, however, rejected the athletic training 
of the Greeks because they thought it  was a contributing factor to 
immorality and a waste in time and strength. They thought that the 
real value of physical education was in training the youth to be 
efficient in the sk ills  needed for participation in war. The de­
mands for intellectual training and the rise  of a professional army 
resulted in the elimination of physical education from the
•̂Roemer, Joseph, Allen, Charles Forrest, Yarnell, Dorothy 
Atwood, Basic Student Activ ities, Silver Burdett and
Company, New York, 1935, p. 52
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curriculum and from the supervision of the schools.^-
Because of the fact that they were training men for service 
in the state, oratorical and musical training were added to the 
training in the schools. They Believed that the study of music 
would train the voice and cultivate correct and easy gestures. 
Oratory was considered a fine art and many exhibitions were given 
By those who were skilled in that line . This was a form of activity  
that was carried on Both By the schools and By outside agencies.
The ideal of Greek education was a mind and Body trained to 
enjoy the intellectual, aesthetic and cultural ideals of our l i f e .
In this end they provided for musical and physical perfection for  
the members of their society. In other theories of education such 
activ ities would Be considered entirely out of the curriculum. The 
Romans, who had a different philosophy of the ultimate aims of 
education, included things in their curriculum that, i f  the phil­
osophy of education d iffe rs , would Be considered extra-curricular 
activ ities. These may Be enumerated as oratory and music.
In the Middle Ages the education was almost completely 
dominated By the monastaries. The theory of education at that 
time differed completely from that which prevailed in the Grecian 
and Roman times. For a long period there was intellectual stag­
nation. The western world was over-run with Barbarian hordes.
A. new c iv ilization  had to Be developed. It  was during this period, 
that the church took over the tremendous task of trying to educate 1
1Rice, Emmett A ., A B rief History of Physical Education.
A. S. Barnes and Company, New York, 1929, p. 45.
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the people. The monasteries became the preservers of learning. 
Education was conceived of as the training of the mind in purely 
academic subjects and the spreading of the Christian religion .
In this type of education there was almost no room for the training 
of the body or in things that had to do with living with their 
fellow men. However, one subject that is  in our modern world some­
times thought of as being both curricular or extra-curricular was 
included in their teachings. This subject was music. In the 
Church music was very important because i t  is one of the things that 
makes religion  what it  is .  Therefore much time and attention was 
devoted to the study of music. In order to secure boys for the 
Choir and other church services the churches organized what came 
to be known as "song schools." Of course, the instruction in music 
was supplemented by other more academic subjects, but the schools 
were mainly founded with the idea in view of training boys for the 
choir in the church. In the advanced schools of that time music 
was s t i l l  considered as one of the main parts of the curriculum.
In the middle Ages the nobility under the feudal regime formed 
a picturesque part of the l i f e .  Their chief occupation was fighting. 
They were so completely interested in fighting that they even made 
games of it  as illustrated in the fighting tournaments that they 
had. Other amusements were hunting, gaming, minstrelsy, and chess.
In order to continue this kind of l i f e ,  they had to educate their 
young in that manner of liv in g . An elaborate system of training 
the boys from a page to squire to knight was developed. In this 
form of education i t  was important that the youth knew how to do 
many things besides being able to read and write the vernacular
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language and some la tin . It is  in this form of education that ire 
can see many of the things that are now classed as extra-curricular 
activ ities. The sports, music, and social manners that the young 
were so well trained in at that time and which was a regular part 
of their curriculum would now he classed to a large extent as extra­
curricular activ ities. This change in terminology is  due in the 
most part to a change in the ultimate aims of education. At that 
time a youth was being trained to take sjolace in a society that was 
definitely non-academic.
Professional study at that time was limited to the study 
of theology. The course was very simple and beside reading, writing, 
and reckoning, music was one of the main courses of study. Here 
again music was given such a prominent place because their educational 
theory, training people fo r service in the Church, demanded its  
inclusion in the program. The schools
"were intended to meet needs of an institution  
rather than of a people, and to prepare those 
who studied in them for service to that in­
stitution. That institution, too, had con­
centrated its  efforts on preparing its  members 
fo r l i f e  in another world, and not for l i f e  
or service in this."^-
No thought was given in their educational system to the great masses 
of peasants who were in a p it ifu lly  ignorant state of t i l l in g  the 
so il or to the educating of the people in the art of liv ing.
The systems that were in vogue at that time remained prac­
t ic a lly  the same until after the Renaissance. But the theories
1Cubberly, op,, c i t . , p. 172.
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of education were changing. This was because of the fact that new 
fie ld s  of learning were being introduced to civ ilization . Toward 
the end of the Middle Ages the rise  of the spirit of inquiry was 
fe lt .  This new spirit of learning and inquiry revived the study 
of law that was started in the c iv ilization  of the old Roman empire. 
They also revived the study of medicine that had originated in the 
early Greek era and later carried on by the Romans. The Crusades 
had a decided effect on the people of the late Middle Ages. It was 
through the Crusades that the people were brought into contact with 
the luxurious products of the Par East. It  was through them that 
the incentive for trade was fe lt .  They also got rid  of many of the 
class of nobles that had previously made it  impossible for the 
middle and the peasant classes of people to rise  to any great impor­
tance. With the revival of trade, commerce, and industry a new 
class of people, liv ing  in c ities  and taking care of the commercial, 
industrial, and banking businesses, developed. A ll of these in­
novations in liv ing made for an evolution of the social classes.
The merchants began to trade in organized groups that were known 
as guilds. Many of these guilds became wealthy and socially important. 
They were chartered by the kings and given many of the privileges  
of our modern corporations. They f i l le d  an important social, edu­
cational, and economic need of the people. Guilds were organized 
by men in the same business and having somewhat the same interests.
They were interested in the education of the new laborers and it  was 
through the guilds that the youth were trained in trades that they 
could make their l i f e  work. In this education the guilds made use 
of such subjects that we now designate as vocational work.
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Their curriculum was limited to the work that covered the "best in­
terests of the trade to he learned. But the guilds also did some 
work in the enrichment of the social l i f e  of their members and 
those of their community. They sponsored dramatic plays; usually 
depicting the religious stories of the Church, These plays were 
given at great festiva ls and f i l le d  a need for social recreation 
in the lives of the guild members and the community members who 
were privileged to witness them. The guilds therefore, we can say, 
taught its  members the mastery of a trade, and outside of the regular 
"curriculum" the elements of social usages and se lf government. The 
activ ities of the guilds in developing a program to satisfy the social 
wants of the members and in giving them practice in self-government 
are now called extra-curricular.
After the Revival of Learning in Ita ly  a great change took 
place in the theory of education. In the Middle Ages the formal 
type of education prepared it s  students for one profession. They 
made no attempt to provide for a libera l education. The new Italian  
theory was to combine with the best of the physical training, manners, 
and reverence of the old chivalric education with the cultural 
studies. This was called the humanistic course of study.*
"This thorough d r i l l  in ancient history and 
literature was given along with careful at­
tention to manners and moral training, and 
each pupil*s health was carefully supervised­
an absolutely new thought in the Christian 
world. Such physical sports and games as 
fencing, wrestling, playing b a l l ,  football, 
running, leaping, and dancing were also 
given special emphasis. Competitive games
■̂Cubberly, op,, cit., p. 263.
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between different schools were held, much as in 
modern times.
The result was an all-round physical, mental, 
and moral training, vastly superior to any­
thing previously offered by the cathedral and 
other church schools, and which at once estab­
lished a new type which was widely copied.
Prom the above quotation we can see that the educational
theory was beginning to provide more for the student than a mere
training of the mind that had been in vogue with a few exceptions
in the theory of formal education since the time of the ancient
Greeks. The new idea of humanism spread rapidly through France
and Germany. However, the Latin schools of the humanists were
s t i l l  largely preparing its  patrons for the higher professions.
It was through the work of Johann Sturm that a school was founded
for the more general education of its  pupils.* 2 In his school
"great emphasis was placed on letter-w riting, 
declamation, and the acting of plays . . . .
The plays and games and physical training of 
the Italian  schools, however, were omitted; 
much less emphasis was placed on manners and 
gentlemanly conduct; and in educational pur­
pose a narrow d r i l l  was substituted for the 
broad cultural sp irit of the Prench and
Ita lian  schools."*^
From this quotation we can see that another one of our modern 
extra-curricular activ ities , namely dramatics, was included in the 
curriculum of an early type of schools. However, in this school 
they omitted the training of the body from the formal curriculum
^Cubberly, og. c i t . . pp. 267-8.
2Eby, Frederick, and Arrowood, Charles Flinn, The 
Development of Modern Education, Prentice-Hall, 
Inc ., New York, 1934, pp. 107-13.
3Cubberly, op. cit., p. 273.
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and we can surmise that the youth s t i l l  played their games, hut 
without any supervision or provision for them hy the schools.
At the same time we find in the English grammar schools that 
there was great emphasis on grammar, good Latin and Greek, games 
and sports, and the religious sp irit. Among the subjects that 
were taught—grammar, rhetoric, d ia lectic , arithmetic, geometry, 
geography, astronomy, physics, and music— music received the least 
emphasis.
"In the Germanic countries it  continued to 
receive its  old emphasis, while in England 
and Prance much less was made of i t .  After 
the setting-in of Puritanism in England, 
when music was regarded with great disfavor* 
it  in large part passed out of the English 
curriculum. As a result the Germanic and 
Scandinavian nations are to-day singing 
nations, while the English and Americans 
are not. In early America, in particular, 
was the reaction against music especially 
strong."!
Here again is  a subject that we in our modern times are 
beginning to give more and more emphasis to, both in curricular 
and extra-curricular activ ities; and that has been at various 
times and in various countries considered as an important sub­
ject and as one that had l i t t le  or nothing to do with the education 
and welfare of its  people.
In the sixteenth century Luther put forth his ideas on 
education. He believed that,
^Cubberly, op,, c it . , pp. 280-1.
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"Were there neither soul, heaven, nor h e ll, it  
would s t i l l  "be necessary to have schools for 
the sake of a ffa irs  here below . . . .  The 
world had need of educated men and women to 
the end that men may govern the country proper­
ly  and women may properly bring up their children, 
care for their domestics, and direct the a ffa irs  
of their households. The welfare of the State 
depends upon the intelligence and virtue of its  
citizens, and it  is  therefore the duty of mayors 
and aldermen in a l l  c ities to see that Christian 
schools are founded and maintained.
In this quotation the tendency of education to be for a l l  
the people in order that they may live  their lives on this earth 
is  expressed. In a program that he suggests for an adequate system 
of schools, Luther provides for the teaching of physical training 
and singing in the curriculum. When the f i r s t  government schools 
were organized in Wlirttemberg in 1559, Melanchthon*s Saxony plan 
was put into partia l operation and among the subjects taught was 
singing. Here again we see that music was an integral part of the 
formal curriculum.2
In order to correct some of the ev ils  that existed in the 
Roman Catholic Church the authorities inaugurated a program that 
became known as the counter-reformation. In that campaign they 
tried to correct some of the existing evils of the Church. One 
of the organizations that helped in this work was the order of the 
Jesuit Priests. They formed schools for the education of the people 
and these schools were very successful.
Luther, Martin, To the Mayors and Magistrates of Germany, 
as quoted by Cubberly, E. P . , 0£. c it . , pp. 312-3. 
~Eby, P. and Arrowood, C. J . , 0£. c it . . pp. 116-8.
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"Loyola and his followers absorbed the best edu­
cational ideas of the time as to school organi­
zation and management and curriculum and in­
corporated them into their educational plan . . . .
From the Italian court schools they took the 
idea of physical training.
In these schools physical training was a part of the curriculum.
In America the beginnings of public education were started 
in Massachusetts Bay Colony. The education at this time was moti­
vated by a desire to "insure an educated ministry" and in order 
that " a l l  children were taught *to read, and understand the principles 
of religion and the capital laws of the country*".2
Since the teaching of religion was the prime motive in the 
education at that time a l l  of the subjects in the curriculum were 
related to that study and there was no room or desire for the train­
ing in physical education or in any of the things that make l i f e  
more enjoyable.
During the later part of the fifteenth century the theory 
of humanistic realism, "against form and style and in favor of 
ideas and content" was championed by many of the intellectual people 
of the continent and England. The Frenchman, Babelais, among other 
things, advocated physical, social, and moral training in the schools. 
Milton in his theory of education made provision for exercise and 
play in the curriculum.3
In France a new group rose that demanded a practical type of 
education. Both Montaigne and Locke
^•Cubberly, E. P . , op. c it . , p. 339.
2j b i d . ,  pp. 36 3 -5 .
Conroe, Paul, A B rief Course in  the History of Education.
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1910, pp. 217-8.
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"condemn the school training of their time* 
and both urge that the tutor train the Judg­
ment and the understanding rather than the 
memory. To impart good manners rather than 
mere information* and to train for l i f e  in 
the world rather than for the l i f e  o f a 
scholar* seem to both of fundamental importance 
in the education of a boy."l
This philosophy was called social realism. It was the kind 
of education that was demanded for the nobility that was coming to 
much prominence in France. There was the new theory in back of this 
kind of education* that is* training the youths for actual liv ing  
in this world. In these schools* because of their peculiar theory 
of education, many of the things that we designate as extra-curric­
u lar— games, dancing* social sk ills— were included in the curriculum.
At the same time there was a rise  of a philosophy that was 
called "sense realism." In a statement of their pedagogical ideas 
they said,
"That physical education should be introduced 
fo r the sake of health* and not merely to 
teach gentlemenly sports."2
After the Peace of Westphalia in 1648 there followed a period 
of reaction against any of the libe ra l tendencies in education.
"A ll parties now adopted an extremely conservative 
attitude in matters of religion and education 
and the protection of orthodoxy became the chief 
purpose of the school. Reading, re lig ion , a 
l i t t le  counting and writing, and in Teutonic 
lands, music* came to constitute the curriculum 
of such elementary vernacular schools as had come 
to exist, and the religious Primer and the Bible 
became the great school textbooks."3
1Cubberly, E. P . , op., c it . . p. 402. 
2ib id . , p. 406. 
aib id . . p. 417.
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In this period there was no need fo r education except for 
religious training. Where such a theory persisted there was no room 
fo r any of the activ ities which would train the youth to take their 
place in the social world or to develop their physical powers.
At the end of the eighteenth century there began to be a 
demand for reform in the system of education. The theory that was 
now expressed held that the schools were essentially c iv il  a ffa irs  
and the purpose should be to promote the everyday interests of society 
and the welfare of the State, and that there should be a system of 
State education. Rouseau emphasized the idea of a social type of 
education.^- LaChalotais maintained it  was the function of education 
to educate people to take a place in society. In the ideas set forth  
for the curriculum of the new type schools, Turgot said,
"The study of the duty of citizenship ought to be 
the foundation of a l l  the other studies . . . .
There are methods and establishments for training 
geometricians, physicists, and painters, but there 
are none for training citizens.
In back of a l l  this was the idea that the State should be responsible 
for educating its  citizens. It was a move to separate the education 
of the people from the Church and for purely religious principles. 
They wanted to educate the people for the l i f e  of the present and 
not for the a fte r - li fe .
Along with this movement there was a psychological tendency in 
education. Rouseau, Pestalozzi, Herbert, and Freobel were leaders
■'■Monroe, Paul, op., c i t . .  p. 296.
^Cubberly, E. P .» op. c i t . , p. 511.
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in this movement. Pestalozzi believed that real education
"was to develop in the child the elements of power 
implanted there "by nature, by furnishing him, 
in appropriately selected and graded series, the 
materials of experience needed for the natural 
exercise of these capacities."1
He believed that education must guide and stimulate se lf-activ ity . 
Self-activity  was one of the main ideas of this new theory.
In the education in .America Bronson Alcott was a believer 
in the theories set forth by Pestalozzi. It was his school wherein 
we see the beginnings of pupil self-government. He had a system 
of student superintendents that had some control over the other 
pupils. The pupils also had an opportunity to have a voice in a l l  
punishments that were given.
Modern theory of education has been determined by many fac­
tors that are peculiar to our modern c iv ilization . There has been 
an increasing importance attached to vocational education. How we 
are training people to be able to take care of themselves in a 
world that demands specialization. We must look after the health 
of the pupils because we realize that a nation, in order to main­
tain a high position among world powers, must have healthy people. 
Life  in large c ities  has made it  imperative that the morals of the 
pupils be trained and some privision be made so that they may be­
come socially adept. In a democratic society we have come to realize  
the worth of the individual.^ There has been a steady tendency in
^Monroe, Paul, op. c i t . , p. 315.
^oyd , William, The History of Western Education,
A. & C. Black, Limited, London, 1921, pp. 400-4.
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America to introduce into the curriculum some of the things that 
w ill help to train the pupils in those aspects. Those things that 
the schools have not included in their curriculum have been intro­
duced by the pupils themselves to f i l l  the needs that the schools 
did not supply. These activ ities have grown immensely since the 
beginning of the twentieth century. They have become so prominent 
that educators now realize that they are an integral part of the 
school program.
Summary
Extra-curricular activ ities are not a new thing in education. 
We can find evidences of activ ities that we class as extra-curricular 
activities a l l  the way through our educational history. Sometimes 
these activities have been included in the formal curriculum, other 
times they have not been; in both cases their inclusion or exclusion 
depended on the prevailing theories of education. The curriculums 
of the schools throughout the ages have been prepared according to 
the ultimate aims of education of the particular period. In those 
curriculums studies and activ ities that would help bring about their 
specific aims for education were included. With the changing ideas 
of the aims of education, the curriculums have changed. Many of 
the activities that are now classed as extra-curricular have been 
at various times in the educational history included in the formal
school curriculums
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CHAPTER I I I
VALUE OE EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
MODERN THEORY OP EDUCATION
Our modern theory of education was ably expressed by Dr. 
Thomas H. Briggs when he said,
"The f i r s t  duty of education is to teach people 
to do better the desirable thing that they are 
going to do anyway. Another duty is to reveal 
higher types of activities and to make them 
both desired and to an extent possib le."1
It  is this idea together with the idea of making the young 
people good citizens that formulates the program of education that 
we o ffer to our young people today.
"*Good citizens* has meant different things at 
different times among different peoples. To 
some peoples it  has meant brave and effic ien t  
soldiers; to others, individuals well versed 
in art, music, and the so-called cultural 
subjects; s t i l l  to others, it  has meant indi­
viduals who not only supported themselves 
vocationally, but who also took an interest in 
the welfare of their community and country, 
although such an interest did not benefit them 
financially. But no matter what the ideals 
of the particular peoples have been, the 
school has been looked upon as the maker of 
citizens who could take their places in the 
existing state of a ffa irs  and contribute to the 
further development of the ruling type c iv il­
ization.
As we have seen in the development of our educational sustem 
the curriculums of the schools throughout the ages have changed with 
the prevailing theory of education. Today, but of the changes in 
our industrial and social l i f e ,  there have risen new interpretations 12
1. McKoww, Harry C., Extracurricular Activ ities. Macmillan Company, 
New York, 1929, p. 1.
2. Ib id ., p . l
in the fie ld  of education. In the twentieth century many contribu­
tions in the fie ld s  of psychology, philosophy, and sociology have 
changed the educational trends. We now recognize the pupil as an 
individual, and as such having separate and distinct needs and aims 
in l i f e .  It  is  trying to take care of the individual that has caused 
the change in school philosophies. We must introduce into the school 
systems a means whereby the pupils may gain an insight into many 
different kinds of activ ities; become accustomed to many and new 
kinds of social situations that they are not able to receive in the 
home; the physical as well as the mental capacities may be trained. 
Extra-curricular activ ities have partia lly  solved this problem.
DEFINITION OF EXT3A-CUHRICULAR ACTIVITIES
It is hard to define the term extra-curricular activ ities. In
1926 Elmer Harrison Wilds defined them as:
ME*Jtra-curricular activities are those activities  
of the school that are outside the traditional 
curriculum, that have sprung up and developed 
through the student’ s own desires and efforts, 
that are carried on apart from the hours of the 
regular school program, and that are participat­
ed in without the rewards of regular school 
cred it."*
But in the span of ten years the definition has changed. Today such 
activities are included in the regular curriculum; they are a regular 
part of the school program, having time for their meetings during 
the school hours in many schools; and in many schools they are re- 1
1. Wilds, Elmer Harrison, Extra-Curricular Activ ities. The Century 
Conpany, New York, 1926, p. 25.
cognized, as activities that may carry credit with them toward grad­
uation. But the ideal activ ities are s t i l l  the outgrowth of pupil 
interests and desires.
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Perhaps extra-curricular is  an ill-chosen word for this 
program, as these activities should not "be "extra" to the regular 
curriculum, but should be incorporated with the regular school 
course. As Fretwell says in the old type school whatever program 
they offered of extra-curricular activities was entirely separated 
from the regular curriculum, but in our modern high schools
"the line of demarcation between curricular and 
extra-curricular is  fortunately becoming less  
sharply drawn.
In this discussion these activ ities shall be referred to as extra­
curricular, not because they should be separate from the main course 
of studies, but because it  is  a commonly accepted and used term by 
many authorities who, although they recognize its  misleading char­
acter, have not yet found any which is more suited to it s  special 
meaning.
VALUES CLAIMED POP. EXTRA-CURRICULAR. ACTIVITIES 
Many values have been claimed for extra-curricular activ ities. 





5. Training for Leisure
6. Training for Leadership ^
"^Fretwell, Elbert K., Extra-Curricular A ctiv ities , Houghton 
M ifflin  Company, Boston, 1931, p. 7.




Being able to get along with yourself, to meet people, and to 
get along with people are among the moat important thingB in liv ing.
hrough participation in club work, training may be received along 
social lines. In present day society, entertaining in the home is  
many times completely neglected. City people, and most of our pop­
ulation liv e  in urban centers, bring their guests to dinner at down­
town hotels, go to shows and other public entertainments where they 
passively s it  and watch other people perform. Al i  of this is not 
conducive to the learning of individual graces end sk ills  that make 
up the art of entertaining other people, which is one of the prime 
requisites of enjoyable liv in g . In club work social events are spoi>* 
3ored where the participants receive valuable training in social 
ease and habits, now many times neglected or not attainable in their 
own homes.
VOCATIONAL THAINING
Clubs can o ffer vocational training and guidance. Louis H.
Sobel says,
" The well-guided organized club offers vocation  
al guidance a valuable tool because—
a. It  permits continuous study and analysis 
of the imponderable subtle personality 
elements.
b. It  offers specific pseudo-vocational 
"hobby" activity with "tryout" possibil­
it ie s .
c. It  can be effective in motivating a boy or 
g ir l  toward a v ita l, positive, interest in
a specific f ie ld ; a sine quo non of genuine 
vocational adequacy.
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d. It can help overcome constructively the 
destructive effects of the depression, 
and properly orient our youth in a highly 
changing and confusing world."1
Oftentimes a pupil w ill find a worth while interest in club work 
that w ill affect his whole l i f e  work. A pupil may become interested 
through club work in some activity, fo r example, different aspects 
in play production— costuming, staging, advertising— that may de­
velop from a hobby into a vocation. Many valuable and profitable  
vocations are never mentioned or noticed in the academic and semi- 
professional curriculums of our schools.
CIVIC TRAINING
A democracy is maintained by an educated people. But a 
democracy is  also a great responsibility for the members of its  
society. John Bryce has said,
"The good citizen is  one who w ill have sense 
enough to judge of public a ffa irs ; discernment 
enough to choose the right o fficers; self-control 
enough to accept the decision of the majority; 
honesty enough to seek the general welfare 
rather than his own at the expense of the 
community; public sp irit enough to face trouble 
or even danger for the good of the community."2
In the organization and government of school activities pupils w ill
get some experience and training in the demands and privileges of
being a citizen. It can easily be seen that through club work
in itia tive , resourcefulness, self-control, a sense of responsibility,
^Sobel, Louis H ., Vocational Guidance Through the Organized 
Club, Recreation, 29:508-9, Jan., 1936.
^ i l d s ,  E. H ., 0£. c i t . , p. 25.
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a respect for law and order, a sense of honor, fairness, and justice 
can to a certain degree “be developed."*'
MORAL TRAINING
Moral training is  another one of the values claimed for the 
extra-curricular activ ities.
"The experience of a child in the company of 
his fellows is  the best moral training he can 
have. Social disapproval has a quick and direct 
way of reforming conduct that is  worth a dozen 
homilies or moral lessons.... Moral character 
must be regarded as an organic growth, not a series 
of specific achievements. It  is  developed through 
the formation of habits through experiences. It 
is  only through constantly meeting situations that 
give opportunity for the exercise of moral ideas 
that these habits and attitudes can be developed. 
....M oral preference is exercised only in making 
choice. It  is  only when there is  freedom to act, 
to act wrongly or rightly , that any moral issue 
is  involved. Otherwise the intelligence has no 
opportunity to discern right from wrong; the dis­
position to do right has no chance to function 
positively. We cannot develop in children a sense 
of responsibility to act rightly  when we deny 
them freedom of choice as to their actions.
Ethical conduct is socially regulated activity, 
and it is  evolved only by social experience in 
an environment freed from external c o n t r o l ."2
In the activ ities of the school where the pupils are self-d irective  
they have an opportunity to develop some of these a b ilit ie s  and 
tra its .
ifiU s , E. H., ojq. c i t . , p. 27.p
From Gertrude Hardman's "The Child and Eis School," E. P. 
Dutton and Company, 1922, p. 248, quoted in Journal of 




With the new labor laws limiting the working hours of the 
workers, and in many states forbidding child labor, there has been 
the creation of a leisure time that we have never known before. To 
use his time wisely and profitably is one of the main problems of 
society today. We are being exploited with a l l  kinds of cheap en­
tertainments; we are tempted to waste our time in doing foolish  
things. I f  we don’ t have anything to do during this time that inter­
ests us, we are apt to become bored and d issatisfied with l i f e ,  a 
state which is not in the least conducive to wholesome and enjoyable 
liv ing. Frederick M. Thrasher, author of “The Gang," is  of the 
opinion that,
" • the unwise use of leisure time of young men 
from 16 years of age to the early twenties, 
is  responsible for an important proportion 
of the serious crime in America.*"1
It  is only natural that when people have id le hands they w ill get
into mischief.
through extra-curricular activ ities the pupils can explore 
many different interests, develop sk ills  in games and sports, be­
come interested and effic ient in various hobbies that w ill be of 
much valuable use to them in la tter l i f e .
TRAINING FOR LEADERSHIP
In a country as large s^s ours we have to have certain people
l .  Benjamin, Paul L ., The New Leisure. Recreation. 29!i8?-9,
July, 1935.
to lead us in many of our activ ities and interests. When we have 
such a social and po lit ica l system we have to capable and intelligent 
leaders. I f  ther isn 't  that kind of training in the schools, where 
w ill our leaders be trained? We don't want to have people at the 
head of our government, industries, and society who are going to be 
inefficient. We must train the people who w ill some day take those 
positions to be e ffic ien t. Many of our potential leaders do now 
mSTc «"->x  of the native qualities to make them successful leaders. 
xhey need the help and guidance of extra-curricular activ ities to 
develop their latent qualities. Experience in leadership among people 
of his own age and interests w ill help make the timid person feel 
more capable to take an active part in the leadership of community 
a ffa ir s .
VALUES OF EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES IN RELATION 
TO THE SEVEN CARDINAL PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATION
M. Barbara Dee, in an a t t e s t  to evaluate the extra-curricul- 
ar activities in comparison with curricular activities, did so by 
trying to point out how fa r  both may lead toward the same object­
ives. She submitted an elaborate l i s t  that follows, suggesting 
how a well organized program of extra-curricular activ ities might 
contribute to the aims set forth by the Seven Cardinal Principles
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of Education
« OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES IN THE EXTPA-CURRICULAR 
El ELD WHICH ILLUSTRATES THE SEVEN CARDINAL 
PRINCIPLES OE EDUCATION
I .  HEALTH
1. Good health habits in daily l i f e
a. Organized athletics as demanding training rules.
b. Athletic leaders’ club as encouraging the 
highest ideals of physical efficiency and 
fitness.
c. Scouts and Camp Eire G irls
2. Interest in sports and athletics as a means 
of recreation to be carried over into adult 
l i f e .
a. Athletic Clubs
b. Inter-class said inter-home room «ports
c. Scouts and Camp Eire G irls
d. Camp Craft Club
3. Interest in public health
a. Sanitation squads in school
4. E irst aid in emergencies and care in home 
emergencies
a. Eirst aid club
b. Home nursing club
I I .  COMMAND OF FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES
1. iu^rovement in use of mother tongue
a. Watch-your-speech club
b. Work on school paper, annual, etc.
c. Scribbler’ s club or w riter’ s club
d. Newspaper club
e. Debating club and public speaking club
2. Use of commercial processes with ease and accuracy
a. School banking system
b. Working on financial part of extra-curricular 
activ ities
c. Typists' club
d. Speed shorthand club
e. Office practice club
f .  Junior financiers' club
3. Increased appreciation of and efficiency in
curricular subjects
a. French, Spanish, Latin, Mathematics and similar 
departmental clubs
b. Debate and public speaking
c. Work on school papers
d. Reading clubs fo r  particular types of l i t ­
erature such as poetry, short story; or 
fo r  particular authors, such as Kipling 
and Shakespeare
e. Writers' club
f .  Home economics, commercial olubs
g. Dramatic club
h. Clubs belonging to various departments 
but not labeled, such as mythology, 
historical pilgrimage, inventors' clubs.
I I I .  WORTHY HOME MEMBERSHIP
1. Command of home-making processes
a. Home economic club
b. Laundry club
c. Embroidery, crochet, tatting and handi­
craft clubs
d. Luncheon club
e. Marketing and Sewing clubs
f .  L itt le  Mothers’ club
g. Home Nursing club
h. Valet club for boys
2. interest in cultural and aesthetic side of home l i f e
a. Clubs fostering interest in cultural and 
aesthetic interests such as lite rary , reading, 
musical and handicraft clubs
b. Manners and conduct, etiquette and social 
hour clubs
c. G irl Scouts and Camp Fire G irls in parts of 
their program
3. The activities of group l i f e  with its  responsi­
b i l it ie s  and privileges
a. The experience of cooperating with others 
in home-room and club organizations where 
the corresponding obligations of every 
privilege are made clear
. VOCATION
1. Exploring interests, capacities and attitudes
of the individual
a. Clubs of varied vocational interests of which 
the following are a suggestive l is t  only: 
agricultural, landscape gardening, industrial 
arts, cartoonists, writers, chemistry, astron­
omers, mechanics, zoology, blue print, radio, 
art and sketch, poster and commercial art, 
camera, o ffice  practice, dramatics, adver­
tising, salesmanship, newspaper, violin
b. Participation in related activities outside 
of regular clubs, such as acting in a school 
or class play, getting settings, etc ., ready 
for a play, working on the school paper, or 
activity in a glee club or orchestra.
2. Definite vocational preparation
a. Clubs which may provide defin itely  valuable 
vocational practice as well as merely
exploratory work. Such are poster and 
commercial art, speed shorthand, typists,
"blue print, radio, camera clubs, to name 
only a few specifically
3. Comparative study of various vocations 
a. L ife  Career and Success clubs
CITIZENSHIP
1. Practical experiences in the duties of citizenship
a. Active membership and participation in
the activ ities of an organized home-room, class, 
and student body
b. Service on such groups or committees as 
tra ffic  squads and sanitation squads
2. A general appreciation of the privileges and 
responsibilities of group l i f e  in relation to 
the individual gained from practical experience
a. Getting the ideas of intelligent obedience to 
school rules made and administered by pupil- 
elected o fficers and tra ffic  o fficers , sani­
tation squads.
b. Getting the idea of why we elect officers  
and what they are supposed to do for us, 
and hence qualifications they should have; 
this to be gained from actually electing 
officers with some authority and suffering 
from incompetent as well as enjoying the 
competent.
c. Learning to take one's share of group 
responsibility through service on committees 
and through trying to make home-room or class 
records in neatness, punctuality, attendance, 
membership campaigns, etc.
3. Development of the qualities of leadership
a. Experience as an o fficer of a club,
committee, chairman, home-room representa­
tive, class or student government o fficer
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4. A knowledge of one's civic environment and its  
organization
a. Know-Your-City-Club
5. Appreciation of civic sanitation, comfort and 
beauty and of individual responsibility for 
them
a. Experience on and under school sanitation 
and tra ffic  squads
b. Home-room and class efforts to beautify 
the school building
c. Know-Your-City-Club
d. Safety First Club
6. Responsibility for the less fortunate members 
of the community
a. Red Cross Club
b. Willing Worker's Club
7. An appreciation of the force of public opinion 
in a democracy, and of those methods which may 
be used to mold it
a. Actual observation or the force of public 
opinion at work in the enforcement of 
rules regarding tra ffic , condition of 
corridors, e tc ., and in criticisms of 
student-elected o fficers.
b. Actual observation of and practice in the 
moulding of public opinion by speeches in 
assemblies, mass meetings
c. Actual observation of and practice in the 
moulding of public opinion by publicity  
such as posters
d. Actual observation of and practice in the 
moulding of public opinion by articles and 
editorials in school publication.
8. Learning the sp irit of democracy.
a. Working and playing with school-mates of 
a ll  kinds and classes, through the
enforcement of democratic admission 
standards for a l l  organizations.
VI. WORTHY USE OE LEISURE
1. Exploration of one’ s interests and aptitudes in the 
line of avocational activities and the development 
of a hobby.
a. Clubs in which avocational activities may
be developed, such as camera, art and sketch, 
handicraft, mathematical, radio, auto repair, 
chemistry, wild flowers, zoology, postage 
stamp, national geographic, historic research, 
embroidery, m illinery, musical, to name only 
a few
2. Development of aesthetic interests
a. Clubs tending to this end, such as lite rary , 
dramatic, public speaking, scribblers, poetry, 
art, art collectors, musical, story te llin g .
3. Gaining a knowledge and appreciation of the forms 
and amenities of social l i f e
a. Social hour clubs and g ir ls *  leagues
b. Manners and conduct and etiquette clubs
c. Socials and parties under school auspices
4. Getting an idea that civic or charitable interests 
may be a part of one’ s daily program
a. Civic improvement and Khow-Your-City-Clubs
b. Red Cross and W illing Workers clubs
5. Interest in outdoor l i f e
a. Wild-flower, bird and Ernest Thompson Seton 
clubs
V II. ETHICAL CHARACTER
1. Learning to subordinate one’ s individual wishes 
for the common good of the group
a. Experience in the home-room groups and in
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the student body under the direction of 
tra ffic  squads, etc ., under rules made by 
student-elected officers
2. A c ritica l self-valuation of one’ s own conduct under 
responsibility and ab ility  to accept criticisms of 
others
a. Experience in an administrative capacity, as a 
club, class or student council o ffic e r, com­
mittee chairman or home-room representative
b. The receiving, consideration and evaluation of 
public opinion as it  may be expressed in as­
semblies, mass-meetings, and articles in school 
publications
3. Ability  to present constructive criticism and help­
fu l suggestions to co-workers
a. Experience on a council or committee or as a 
club member
b. Such experience in the giving of helpful and 
constructive criticism as may be gained in 
giving speeches at assemblies and mass meetings 
and in writing editorials for the school paper
4. Development of such moral qualities as justice, truth, 
honesty, th rift
a. Games and contests under proper supervision 
and coaching
b. Activities of a school council in building 
the right kind of school sp irit
c. Assuming and being held to responsibility  
of school o ffices such as home-room repre­
sentative, council member, etc.
d. Experience as treasurer of some organization
e. Encouragement of th rift by a school banking 
system
5. Learning the proper expression of social and 
gregarious instincts
a. Parties and socials under school supervision 
and chaperonage and used as a means of 
teaching correct social forms
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6. Realization of the democratic ideal
a. Continuous contact in work and play with 
makes of a ll classes and a l l  kinds
b. The enforcement of absolutely demoractic 
standards of admission to a l l  clubs and 
forms of activity— no admission of pupil votes 
to admit blackballing, e tc ."l
SUMMARY
The values of extra-curricular activ ities may be summed up in six  
main groups. 1hey are: social training which may be received by the 
participation in the social activ ities of the group; vocational 
training which comes with the activities in vocational interests; 
civic training which may be received in working with, in sharing 
responsibilities o f, and in leading group activ ities; moral training 
is  developed by the activity that ca lls  fo r self-direction under 
proper supervision; training for leisure which may come by developing 
worthwhile interests; and training for leadership is  received when 
pupils are encouraged to help direct the activities of their fellow - 
students.
These same Talues may he expressed by determining how far 
participation in extra-curricular activ ities may lead to the fu l­
fillment of the objectives and aims set forth by the Seven Cardinal 
Principles of Education.
■̂ Dee, M. Barbara, "Objectives and Activities in the Extra- 
Curricular Field which Illustrate  the Seven Cardinal 






In order to determine just how effective the schools in the 
state were in sponsoring club programs several schools were visited. 
The following schools were visited: Larimore, Lakota, Minto. Peters­
burg* Walsh County Agricultural and Industrial* and Grand Forks.
The writer tried to determine the extent of the club programs, the 
success of the clubs* the reasons for non-participation, the reasons 
for the time that the meetings were held, and what the administrators 
believed to be the values of school clubs*
Laximore High School
The Larimore high school sponsors seven school clubs. The 
Pep Club was started in the f a l l  of 1936 by a group of the g ir ls  
who were interested in athletics. Their work consists of preparing 
d r i l ls  that are given at the athletic contests. The physical edu­
cation teacher is  the advisor of the group. The principal and the 
advisor of the club fee l that i t  is  quite successful and the g ir ls  
seem interested and enthusiastic in the program of work. The most 
active club in the school is  the Future Farmers of America. The 
Future Farmers of America is  a national organization of boys studying 
vocational agriculture. It was founded in November, 1926. The 
purpose of the group as expressed in the Future Farmers of America
Manual is :
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"1. To develop competent, aggressive, rural and 
agricultural leadership.
2. To strengthen the confidence of the farm 
boy in himself and his work.
3. To create more interest in the intelligent 
choice of farming occupations.
4. To create and nurture a love of country l i f e .
5. To improve the rural home and its  surroundings.
6. To encourage co-operative effort among stu­
dents of vocational education in agriculture.
7. To promote th rift  among students of vocational 
agriculture— through the establishment of 
savings accounts and investments in agricul­
tural enterprises.
8. To promote and improve scholarship.
9. To encourage organized recreational activities  
among students of vocational agriculture.
10. To supplement the regular systematic instruc­
tion offered to students of vocational education 
in agriculture.
11. To advance the cause of vocational education 
in agriculture in the public schools."1
The organization has adopted uniform,emblem, colors, and creed.
In the Manual suggestions are given for a state constitution; the
local organizations; stage settings for meetings and in itiations;
paraphernalia and room arrangement; in itiation requirements and
ceremonies for the four degrees of membership; programs of work and
activ ities; and ways to carry out thsr meetings. These groups are
usually sponsored by the Smith-Hughes teacher. This group endeavors
to carry out a l l  of the values of the extra-curricular activities
that were stated in Chapter I I I .  The chapter at the Larimore high
school is  successful as indicated by the program of work and the
interest of the pupils.
Hevised Manual for Future Farmers of .America, The Prench- 
Bray Printing Company, Baltimore, Md., 1936, pp. 4-6.
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The Home Economics club of the school is  not as active as 
it  formerly was. The reason for this is  that they are competing 
with the activ ities of the 4H club that has recently been established 
in the town. The 4 H club is  an organization that develops interests 
and ab ilit ie s  in home economics and agriculture. The county leader 
is  energetic and is  building up an active club. The club meeting 
is  on Saturday afternoon. The program of work that they sponsor 
has drawn the attention and interests of the g ir ls  away from the 
Home Economics club in the school.
Besides those already mentioned the school sponsors a le tte r- 
men club, two Glee clubs, and a Band. The musical organizations 
are active in presenting operettas, concerts, and similar programs.
The principal of the Larimore high school pointed out four 
reasons that affect adversely the participation in club work. Per­
haps the greatest of these is  that there is a lack of home encouragement. 
The parents of many of the children want them to come home after school 
so that they can help with the work. Others see no value in connection 
with such activ ities and therefore do not encourage participation in 
them. Many of the pupils do not have any basic talents that the 
school can work with. The pupils who have no interest, or training, 
or natural ab ility  in musical or dramatic activities w ill not enter 
those groups. Sometimes such conditions are created by poor home 
environment. Teacher leadership is  an important factor in the ex­
tent of the participation in school clubs. I f  the teacher has a 
pleasing personality and is  sk illfu lly  able to encourage and direct 
the pupils, the participation in the group that she sponsors is  apt
to be large. On the other hand i f  the teacher is not well liked 
because of a poor personality the participation in a group that such 
a teacher sponsors is  like ly  to be small. Many of the pupils have 
no desire to win attention which is one of the reasons that many of 
the pupils f ir s t  become interested in a group activity.
The meetings of the clubs are held after school. The meetings 
may be held at any time providing they get the permission of the 
superintendent. The teaching load of each teacher is  too heavy to 
allow them to have the clubs meeting during the school day. Larimore 
high school has five  teachers who are busy teaching classes during 
the school day. With the plan of sixty minute periods that is  now 
in effect the pupils do not have any time for club work during the 
day. In order to get in a l l  of the required work each pupil must 
take four subjects. Each pupil has his day f i l le d  with four sub­
jects. one hour for physical education and music, and one hour for 
a study period. Because of the fact that a l l  of the clubs except 
the musical groups meet after school hours some of the pupils are 
limited in the number of activ ities in which they may partake.
About twenty-one pupils come from A rv illa , a neighboring town, and 
at the close of the school day they are taken to their homes in 
busses. These pupils cannot participate in the clubs that meet 
after school hours. Some of the other pupils drive in from the 
country when the weather is  favorable and in the winter they remain 
in town. When they are driving these pupils are also prevented 
from taking active part in the clubs that meet after school. The only 
way this can be corrected is  to substitute shorter periods for the
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present sixty minute plan and in that way make it  possible for both 
the teachers and the pupils to have time during the school day to 
take part in the club work.
Developing in itiative  and personality is  one of the main values 
of school clubs according to the principal. She also believes that 
a successful program of club activities w ill enrich the social l i f e  
and experience of the pupils.
Dakota High School
The school club program in the Lakota high school is  limited. 
Besides the musical organizations which include two Glee clubs• a 
Mixed Chorus, Band, and Orchestra, there is  only one non-athletic 
group. There is  a chapter of the Junior Playmakers in the Lakota 
school. The chapter was founded in 1932 and under the direction of 
an active teacher it  was very successful. After three years of suc­
cessful leadership the teacher le ft  the school. Since that time the 
club has not been very active. The principal attributes this period 
of inactivity to the lack of a capable sponsor. The musical activi­
ties  of the school are very important. The musical groups prepare 
fo r many contestants including the county and d istrict and state 
contests. The townspeople encourage and support such activ ities.
These groups also give operettas and concerts of different kinds.
The school has a football team, a basketball team, and a 
track team.
A ll of the activities except the Glee clubs and the Orchestra 
meet after the end of the regular school day. The shortage of 
available teachers t* sponsor the work makes it necessary that the
activities that they do have meet after school. The pupils that come 
in from the country are able to participate in the activ ities only 
i f  they are able to room in town. Many of the boys taking part in 
the athletic program walk home after their practices. But this 
provides a handicap for the club program.
There are many groups in the town that are attempting to take 
care of the needs and desires of the pupils of the school. In 
Lakota there are such organizations as the Rainbow G irls , the DeMolay, 
and a Catholic club for the young people. To these groups the job 
of developing adequate social habits, giving vocational training, 
civic training, moral training, training for leisure, and for leader­
ship is  partly entrusted. The fault of this plan is that membership 
in such organizations is limited by factors beyond the control of 
the individual pupils. The school should provide a program that 
w ill be open to a l l  regardless of social or religious a ffilia t ion s .
Petersburg High School
There are few clubs sponsored by the Petersburg high school.
In the f a l l  of 1936 a Health and Posture club was formed. This club 
is  a purely social group. Theyjiay games and sponsor parties.
Recently a Puppet club was started by four pupils who were interested 
in that kind of activity. They have put on one show which was well 
received by the audience. The school has two Glee clubs which put 
on an operetta every year. The athletic activ ities consist of a 
football team, a basketball team, and a track team.
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Here again the club meetings are held after school because 
the school day is  crowded with the academic studies and there are 
not enough teachers to sponsor the activ ities during the school 
day. This prohibits many of the pupils who drive home from school 
from participating in the activities that are offered.
To promote cooperation among the pupils and to further interest 
and responsibility in outside activities are the values of the school 
clubs as given by the principal.
Minto High School
The school club program in the Minto high school is  limited. 
Besides the four athletic teams there are three clubs. These are 
an M. Club, whose membership is  made up of the boys who are prominent 
in athletics, a Glee club, and a Home Economics club. The M. Club 
is  active in athletic work. With the help of the P. T. A. they 
sponsor a basketball banquet. The athletic program of the school 
is  active and prominent, the last period in the day being devoted 
to physical education. However, they are handicapped by a lack of 
proper fa c ilit ie s . The school has no gymnasium. In the spring and 
f a l l  the pupils are given their physical training outside, but in the 
winter they must practice in the town h a ll. The principal is  not 
satisfied with the present plan of athletic competition where the 
school must compete with schools that have a larger enrollment and 
better fa c i lit ie s . In order to correct this fault he is  planning to 
sponsor an inter-mural program of athletic activ ities. He feelsthat 
this kind of a progran w ill give a l l  of the pupils training in that 
kind of work instead of a selected few.
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There 1b no music teacher in the Minto high school therefore 
the musical activities of the school have been neglected. There is  
a music instructor in the grades and she helps a group of g ir ls  in 
a Glee club after school hours. The fact that the club meets after 
school prevents some of the pupils whose parents drive in after 
them from remaining after school and taking part in the activity.
There is  no Band sponsored by the high school because they have no 
teacher to supervise it .  However, a Band has been started in the 
town whose members are mostly the high school pupils. This group 
is  supervised by the County Recreational director who spends one 
day a week in the town.
The only other club is  a Home Economics group. This is  
purely a social group. In the town the G irl Scout movement is  
supported.
In the opinion of the principal school clubs are valuable 
because they "give the students a knowledge of parliamentary rule 
as well as to thrash out their own problems and come to a peaceful 
settlement, to work together, fo r it  prepares them for future problems 
that they may encounter in l i f  e ."
Walsh County Agricultural and Industrial High School
The school club program in the Walsh County high school 
is  well developed. The school sponsors eight clubs and three ath­
le t ic  teams. The most active group in the school is  the Future 
Farmers of America. Perhaps there is  so much interest in this 
group because the school is  an agricultural high school. However, 
the F. F. A. is  the most active and successful group in the school.
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In 1936 the group won the national activity contest for having 
the most constructive and active program. The club has a compe­
tent advisor who has been interested and active in that kind of 
work a l l  his l i f e .
The E. E. A. is  a club that fosters business education.
At their meetings they have prominent business men give them infor­
mation concerning various business activ ities. This year the group 
went to Winnipeg on a combined educational and recreational tour.
The G ir ls ' Athletic Association ahd the Pep club are made 
up of g ir ls  interested in athletics. This year credit was given 
for participation in the Pep club that could be substituted for 
physical education. The school has an active chapter of the Junior 
playmakers. They also have a Home Economics club* a Lettermen club* 
and the National Honor Society.
The meetings of the clubs are held after school. The H. E. A. 
club meets during the last period on Friday, but the other clubs 
cannot meet then because of duplication of membership. Having the 
meetings after school does not prevent the out of town pupils from 
participating in the club programs because a l l  of these pupils live  
in the dormitory at the school.
The principal believes that the value of schools clubs i-s 
in the parliamentary training that is  received, the social advance­




Grand Forks Eieh School
There are ten clubs sponsored by the Grand Forks high
school. The largest group is  the Junior Red Cross which is  a
group that provides many ways for its members to render service to
the community and the nation. The school sponsors the Student
Club for the g ir ls  in the high school.
"The Student Club is  an organization fostered 
by the Young Women’ s Christian Association, 
to which any high school is  e lig ib le  for 
membership. The G irl Reserve motto HTo 
find and give the best" has been adopted.
"The Club works through committee organization 
and aims to foster fellowship by frequent social 
events, to encourage individual talent through 
monthly program meetings at which outside 
speakers also appear from time to time, and 
to develop leadership and cooperation within 
the group by participation in school and com­
munity a ffa irs .
"Four o fficers and six committee chairmen—  
finance, social, service, publicity, music, 
and program— with adult advisers form a 
cabinet that directs the activities of the 
club which has a membership of about one 
hundred-fifty g ir ls .
The school has 0. chapter of the National Honor Society 
which encourages scholarship, leadership, and service. They also 
have a chapter of Quill and Scroll which is  a national group to 
encourage excellence in writing. The work of the Radio Guild 
consists of writing original plays and broadcasting them. The 
Radio Club is  a group that is  interested in the scientific aspects 
of the radio and related fie ld s . The Dramatic Club is  active in 1
1Hand Book, Central High School, Grand Forks, North Dakota. 
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producing one act plays during the year. The group is  directed hy 
the play production teacher. For g ir ls  interested in any phase of 
physical education the G irls Athletic Association has "been formed.
The Lettermen Club is  made up of boys who have earned a letter in 
some school sport. It is  an honorary organisation. Pupils inter­
ested in debate may join the Debate club. The group sponsors debates 
for its  own members and they also enter the state meets.
The school makes partia l use of the point system in limiting 
the activ ities of the pupils. However, the system is  hard to ad­
minister because of the tremendous amount of c lerica l work that it 
requires. The lack of adequate funds at the present time make it  
inadvisable for the school to hire an extra clerk to take care 
of that work.
The principal favors club meetings during school hours.
He said, " I f  club work is worthwhile, it  should be a part of the 
regular work."
Providing for in itia tive  and worthwhile activity on the part 
of the student is  one of the main values of extra-curricular activi­
ties according to the principal. Other values stated were to de­
velop interest in curricular work, to stimulate the curricular work 
of the school, and to develop leadership.
SUMMARY
A few of the reasons why the club programs in many schools 
are limited is  shown in this chapter. These reasons are:
1. In many of the schools there is  no time during the 
school day for the meetings of the school clubs; the
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entire day "being taken up with the prescribed course 
of studies.
2. Too few teachers in many schools make it  impossible 
for them to be advisors of the group activ ities even 
i f  they could be held during the school day.
3. The fa c ilit ie s  of many schools are limited, i . e . ,  some 
schools do not have any music teacher to direct the 
musical activ ities , there are no auditoriums that may 
easily be used for the production of activ ities such as 
dramatics.
4. Some of the schools do not have teachers that are pre­
pared to direct certain activ ities such as dramatics 
and therefore those clubs are lacking or not successful.
5. In some of the communities there are activ ities sponsored 
by outside agencies that make it  inadvisable for the 
schools to sponsor group activ ities. Oftentimes these 
other activities are limited to youths who are a ffilia ted  
with certain social or religious groups.
6. Many of the pupils are limited in their activ ities by 
poor home environment. Natural talents have not been 
developed and many times they receive no encouragement 
for participation in the activities from the home.
7. Many of the teachers that sponsor the group activities  
do not have the qualities in personality and guidance 
that are necessary in developing successful clubs.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
I f  the schools are trying to develop a successful club pro­
gram they can in a measure overcome the handicaps mentioned above.
Many of the schools are providing an activity period that meets the 
last period of the day. This would help to take care of the pupils 
that cannot remain after school to take part in the activ ities.
The lack of teachers to sponsor the work is  d ifficu lt  to overcome.
By a program of careful publicity the administrators can possibly 
persuade the townspeople to realize the value of hiring another teach­
er so that the teaching loads w ill not be so heavy. In that way 
teachers would have more time to devote to the extra-curricular 
activ ities. When new teachers are engaged,care can be taken to see 
that they have some training in the desirable activities of the 
school program. Already many of the schools are demanding that their 
teachers have experience in a widd variety of extra-curricular ac­
t iv it ie s , so that they w ill be able to help direct such groups in 
the schools. In order to offer equal opportunities to a l l  pupils 
the schools should encourage activities that w ill be open to a ll  
who may be interested or capable of entering them and in that way 
overcome the limitations of the group activ ities of outside agencies. 
Schools can sponsor activities that w ill be elementary in nature 
so that the pupils w ill not be prohibited from taking part because 
they do not have specialized talents. Through work with the Parent- 
Teachers Associations the school can help the parents understand the 
values the pupils w ill receive from participation in club work.
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In selecting teachers the administrators can try to select those 
who have the personality and ab ility  to successfully lead pupils 
in group activ ities. I f  the schools are trying to develop adequate 
programs of school clubs they should try in a ll possible ways to 
overcome the factors that are limiting the extra-curricular ac­
t iv it ie s
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CHAPTER V
SCHOOL CLUBS IN NORTH DAKOTA CLASSIFIED HIGH SCHOOLS
In order to determine just what the classified  high schools 
in North Dakota were doing in the fie ld  of club work, a questionnaire 
was sent out to one hundred ninety-two of the classified  high schools 
in the state. Of these ninety-nine were returned. The data for the 
following statements is  taken from the returned questionnaire.
In the classified  high schools in North Dakota the f ir s t  
class high schools have the largest club programs. The f ir s t  class 
high schools reported sponsoring two hundred forty activ ities for 
their pupils; the second class schools sponsored forty-nine; the 
third class school^ thirty-nine as shown in table I .  These clubs 
covered many different interests.
TABLE I
Number of Club Activities in C lassified High 


















First 113 107 56 52$ 240
Second 43 39 23 58$ 49
Third 53 46 20 43$ 39
Total 209 192 99 52$ 328
FIRST CLASS HIGH SCHOOLS
In the f ir s t  class schools the Musical organizations are 
the most prominent of the non-athletic activ ities.
TABLE I I 54
F ifty -s ix  F irst Class High Schools
Number o f  C lu b s  R eported
in
As shown in table 2 sixty organizations of this kind were reported.
A ll Musical organizations were considered in this group, including 
Boys' and G ir ls ' Glee clubs, Bands, and Orchestras. Many of the 
schools sponsor operettas and prepare for the state music contests, 
but this information was not asked for because the study is  primarily 
concerned with the club organizations.
There were twenty-six schools that reported Home Economics 
clubs. Some of the clubs were especially designated for sewing or 
cooking, and others were just listed  as Home Economics clubs. 
Twenty-four of the schools listed  the Future Farmers of America 
as being in their schools. In most cases these clubs were sponsored 
by the Smith-Hughes teacher as their chief aim is to develop inter­
ests and sk ills  in the youth who are planning on an agricultural 
vocation.
Athletic and Dramatic clubs formed the next largest group.
There were twenty-five athletic organizations reported. Of this 
number there were nine G ir ls ' Athletic Associations. These groups 
are usually composed of the g ir ls  especially interested in athletics. 
Uine of the schools sponsor Letterman clubs. Membership in these 
organizations is  based on participation in high school athletics.
Five schools reported Athletic clubs; and one each reported an 
Athletic Honor Society and a High School Athletic Association.
Dramatics tied for third place in having the largest number 
with twenty-five clubs reported. There were thirteen chapters of 
the Junior Playmakers represented. These organizations are branches 
of the Playmakers of the University of North Dakota. Any school
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which offers four years of work above the eighth grade may apply 
fo r a chapter in the Junior Playmakers. When a dramatic organi­
zation is  formed with the fu l l  consent and cooperation of the 
high school authorities and the community and has the fa c ilit ie s  for  
dramatic productions, it  may apply for membership in the state 
group. At a tryout play, at which the director of the University 
group or his representative is  present^the ab ility  of the petition­
ing group is  judged. I f  the production is  adjudged to have attained 
the prescribed standard of excellence, the group is  recommended for 
admission, and given a name of their own choice from among the re­
nowned personages of the theatrical world. The University group 
has set up certain suggestions for the form of organization that 
the group shall follow. Each chapter is  ifRged to select a good 
one-act play early in the year and enter it  in the Junior Playmaker 
contest held at the University during the May Festival.
Twelve schools said they had Dramatic clubs other than the 
Junior Playmakers. These clubs are local groups that are inter­
ested in doing dramatic work and have not as yet attained the 
degree of excellence or desire to petition the Junior Playmakers.
One school has a combined dramatic and music club.
Journalism ranked next with fourteen clubs classed under 
this department. In this group there were four chapter of Quill 
and Scroll which is  a national organization; two chapters of Radio 
Guild which is  a group that writes original plays and produces.them 
on the radio; and seven Journalism clubs.
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Ten schools have the National Honor Society. This is  a 
nation vide organization that encourages and sponsors high scholar­
ship among high school pupils. The school reporting such societies 
are:
Six schools reported Literary societies, and five  schools said 
that they sponsored Science clubs. There were four Public Speaking 
clubs and three Debate clubs. The Hobby clubs included Stamp 
Collectors and Camera interest groups. There were three Latin 
clubs reported, two Honor (scholastic) Socieites, two Commercial, 
and one each of Art, History, and Modern Languages clubs.
Pep clubs are sponsored by sixteen schools. These groups 
foster school sp irit and at athletic contests they put on d r i l ls  
and other exhibitions. Oftentimes they form the cheering section 
at the games.
Under the Civic, Social, and Moral group are included four 
G ir ls1 clubs, two Junior Red Cross Associations, and one Citizenship 
club.
Prom that data we can see that the f i r s t  class schools are 
most interested in the musical organizations. This may be so for 
three reasons. F irst, the patrons of the school are interested in 
something that they can make use o f, i . e . , something that can be 








Minot State Teachers College 
High School
Walsh County Ag. & Ind. School
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f i l l in g  this purpose. Glee clubs, "bands, orchestras, and individual 
numbers are a l l  important in providing entertainment for local club 
meetings and other local functions. Second, most of the schools have 
a music teacher who is  capable of leading such activ ities. A ll group 
work needs a trained leader i f  the work is  to be successful. Third, 
the results of such activ ities are tangible and therefore they hold 
the interest of the participants. I f  the pupils fee l that they are 
rea lly  doing something their interest is  retained in the work. No 
club can be successful i f  the members are not interested and enthus­
iastic  in their program of activ ities.
SECOND CLASS HIGH SCHOOLS
The second class schools sponsor a relatively much smaller 
number of school clubs as shown in table 3. Twenty-three schools 
sponsored forty-nine group activ ities. The largest number reported 
were Musical organizations. Pep clubs were next with nine schools 
sponsoring them. Eight Hobby clubs and seven Literary societies 
were reported. One Activity and two Friendship make up the three 
clubs reported under Civic, Social, Moral activ ities. Home Economic 
clubs exist in two of the schools answering the questionnaire, 
while Agricultural clubs exist in three of the schools. There were 
two Athletic clubs and one each of Dramatics, Journalism, and 
National Honor Society.
Here again the schools seem to be emphasizing music. Per­
haps this is  also caused by the fact that the patrons of the 
school enjoy hearing the results of such work. The work of these 
organizations is something that is  tangible and the results of the 
time and effort used in participation in them are immediate.
TABLE I I I
Twenty-three Second Class High Schools 
Kinds of Activities
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Effective trained leadership is  another factor in the popularity 
of these activ ities. The interest of the pupils taking part is  held 
by the definite goals of the organizations.
THIRD CLASS SCHOOLS
Twenty third class schools reported thirty-nine group acti­
v ities  as shown in table 4. Here again the largest number, fourteen, 
were Musical organizations. The next largest group included seven 
Home Economic clubs. There were four Pep clubs listed  in table 4 
under Miscellaneous activ ities. Three Dramatic and three Agricul­
tural clubs are sponsored in the third class schools. Other clubs 
reported were two Science clubs, two Athletic clubs, one each of 
Hobby, Literary, Latin, and Public Speaking.
Musical organizations seem to be the most important in the 
three classes of schools. The musical organizations sponsored by 
the third class schools equal twice the number of the next largest 
group of activ ities.
ATHLETIC ACTIVITIES
The c lassified  schools are not very active in sponsoring 
school clubs when we compare the number of these organizations with 
the strictly  athletic groups that are under the direction of the 
schools. This comparison is  shown in table 5.
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TABLE V
Comparison of the Number of 
Athletic and Non-athletic Activities  
















First 107 56 52% 240 205
Second 39 23 58% 49 63
Third 46 20 43% 39 49
Total 192 99 53% 328 317
The athletic activities are well developed because they receive 
much support from the community. This is  especially true of basket­
b a ll .  The state tournaments are perhaps an important factor in this 
case. Each year there is  a state tournament for a l l  of the schools 
’ that wish to enter a basketball team. The schools are divided into 
classes according to size. After d istrict and regional tournaments 
the state contest is  held. These tournaments are highly interesting 
to the community members and they afford much entertainment for them. 
Another reason for the preeminence of this sport is  that it  is  
usually not only self-supporting, but it  also helps to take care of 
the financial needs of other sport programs. Admission charges can 
be made since the games are held in buildings and this money is  
often used to buy equipment for sports that do not have public 
contests.
In the f i f ty -s ix  f ir s t  class schools reporting there were
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f ifty -3 ix  basketball teams- Every one of the replying schools in 
the f ir s t  class supported a basketball team. Track teams were 
next with fifty-two of the schools supporting that kind of activity. 
Contests are also held throughout the state for track teams and that 
is  perhaps one of the reasons for the popularity of this sport.
The school authorities are inclined to emphasize the sport because 
state contests make it  desirable that their school make a good show­
ing. Football was third numerically with fo rty -six  teams reported.
Many of these teams were six men teams because their schools do not 
have a large enough enrollment to permit them to have the regular 
size team of eleven men. The f a l l  season in this northern country 
is  so short that the weather in many instances does not encourage 
attendance by the town people. Many of the schools do not have ade­
quate fa c ilit ie s  and there are few enclosed fie ld s  for the sport. 
Therefore the playing of football is  under four handicaps; the limited 
number of participants, unfavorable weather, poor support from the 
community, and bad fa c ilit ie s . There were nine baseball teams. 
Kittenball was next with twelve teams. There were six volley ba ll 
teams reported. Six schools have tennis teams while five  schools 
have gold and five reported having skating or hocky events under 
the direction of the school. There were two tumbling teams and one 
each of boxing, fencing, swimming, table tennis, dancing and hiking 
as shown in table 6.
The athletic activ ities of the f ir s t  class schools seem limited 
by two things. They are fa c i lit ie s  and community support. Many of the 
schools are handicapped because they do not have enough pupils to
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take part in activities that ca ll for large numbers on the teams.
In such cases they should substitute other sports that they can take 
part in. It  also seems that the smaller schools do not offer many 
activities because they do not have the grounds or the equipment to 
carry on the different sports. This seems especially true of such 
activ ities as g o lf , tennis, hockey, swimming, and boxing. These 
sports were reported as being carried on only in the large city high 
schools. Community support is  most freely  given to basketball.
That is  perhaps the reason why that sport has such wide participation.
The second class schools have an average of almost two and 
three-fourths teams per school. Here again the largest number of 
teams are listed  under basketball as shown in table 7. Every school 
that replied in this class had a basketball team. Track is  next 
with twenty-one teams listed . In the small schools football is  a 
d ifficu lt  sport to take part in because of the number of pupils that 
it  takes to make up a team. In the second class schools there were 
twelve football teams. Many of the schools said that their teams 
had only six men. With the limited teams they are forced to play 
a modified form of the game called touchball. The second class 
schools sponsor few other sports than the three already mentioned. 
There were four volley b a l l ,  two boxing, and one kittenball teams. 
Although the second class schools sponsor more athletic activities  
than they do non-athletic activities they s t i l l  are handicapped in 
developing a fu l l  program that w ill take care of the interests and 
ab ilit ie s  of a l l  the pupils by the lack of fa c ilit ie s  and community 
support in many of the different sports.
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The third class schools also sponsor more of the athletic 
than the non-athletic activ ities in their school programs. There 
are almost two and one-half activ ities per third class school as 
indicated in table 8 (F i l l ) .  Basketball is  the most pr*minent sport 
with eighteen schools reporting they had teams. There were fourteen 
track teems and six football teams. Kittenball, baseball, and 
volley ba ll teams were reported in four, and three of the schools 
respectively.
For a l l  the schools that reported, the athletic activities  
almost equal the number of non-athletic activ ities. The athletic 
programs that are in the schools seem to take care of only the skilled  
pupils. When much emphasis is  put on the participation in state 
tournaments there is  bound to be the greatest amount of attention, 
time, and effort used in developing a winning team and in that case 
the mediocre individual is  almost completely le ft  out of the game.
From the information gathered it  seems that the c lassified  high schools 
are supporting almost as many athletic activ ities as they are non- 
athletic activ ities and the athletic activ ities are mainly for the 
few pupils that are skilled in some particular sport. The schools 
are not providing outlets for the non-athletic desires and needs of 
their pupils is  as great a number as they are providing outlets for 
physical activity.
CLUB MEETING
In most of the schools the club meetings are held after school 
or at any time that they can get the members together. Eighteen 
of th’e f ir s t  class schools, ten of the second class, and eleven
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of the third class schools hare a special period for the meeting of 
clubs. This period was usually designated as the last period of the 
day on certain days of the week. The home-room or assembly period is  
used for the meeting of clubs by fourteen of the f ir s t  class schools* 
nine of the second class schools* and eight of the third class schools 
The number of schools allowing special periods is  found in table 9 
(IX ).
TABLE IX
Humber of Schools Providing Special Periods 




















First 10? 56 52$ 34 60$
Second 39 23 58$ 19 82$
Third 46 20 43$ 19 95$
Total 192 99 52$ 72 72$
Prom this we can see that proportionately the second and third class 
schools are devoting more time for the meetings of clubs during the 
school day than the f ir s t  class schools are. This fact may be ex­
plained by the reasons given by the administrators for their choice 
of time for club meetings. In many of the smaller schools the pupils 
go to their homes after the end of the school day in school busses 
and, consequently, i f  the meetings are held after school there w ill 
be many pupils who w ill not be able to participate in club work.
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However, most of the administrators favor club meetings 
after school hours as indicated in table 10 (X ).
TABLE X






















First 107 52 48 $ 17 35
Second 39 20 51$ 11 9
Third 46 18 39$ 10 8
Total 192 90 46$ 38 52
It w ill be noticed that the smaller schools favor the meetings 
during the school hours. This fact may also be explained by the 
reasonsgiven by the administrators for their choice of time for club 
meetings. A complete l is t  of the reasons that were given for prefer­
ring clubs to meet during school hours w ill be found in table 11 (X I).
TABLE XI
Reasons Given for Preferring Clubs to Meet 
During School Hours
Reasons Frequency in Per Cent
1. Ought to be a part of education. 20$
2. Better attendance and more interest. 20
3. Pupils go out on busses. 20
4. Pupils work on farms after school. 17
5. Easier to supervise 8
6. Saves pupils* time 5
7. Save s t eacher s * t ime 2
8. L i f t8 tension of the week 2
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The preference for the meeting of the clubs during school 
hours in these schools seems to be a matter of necessity. The clubs 
cannot meet with much success after school because the pupils are 
unable to stay to take part in them. Twenty per cent of the admini­
stration force believed that they should be a part of the education 
and therefore given a part of the regular school time. This is  an 
opinion that more and more of the authorities in the fie ld  are now 
expressing. I f  the clubs are worthwhile they should be given a 
place in education. They should not be relegated to meetings after 
school hours.
More administrators of a ll the three classes of high schools 
seemed to favor clubs meeting after school than those that favored 
their meetings during school hours. The prime reason for this was 
stated as being the lack of time in the school day to accomplish 
a l l  the prescribed work. One principal replied that the school was 
delayed in the f a l l  because most of the pupils had to stay out of 
school in order to help with the fa l l  farming. For that reason 
a ll  the spare time of the pupils and the teachers was taken up by 
make-up work. In such a school the administrator did not fee l that 
they could spare the time for the extra-curricular activ ities. The 
reason second in importance as shown in table 12 (X II) was the 
shortage of teachers. The retrenchment programs during financial 
depressions necessitate a heavy teaching load and therefore the ad­
ministrators do not fee l that they can get in a l l  of the prescribed 
work and also supervise extra-curricular activities during school 
time. Six replied that clubs during school time interrupted the
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regular routine of WOrk. The fact that the clubs needed more time 
than could he allowed them during the school dsy and in order not 
to limit the time that clubs could use was given as a reason for 
preferring the clubs to meet after school by three schools. One 
school thought that having the clubs meet after school separated them 
from the idea of being just another class. A complete l i s t  of the 
reasons given w ill be found in table 12 (X I I ).  Prom the reasons 
stated we can see that the schools either do not as yet realize the 
fu l l  value of a constructive club program or that they cannot because 
of lack of a sufficient number of teachers provide opportunities for 
their pupils to enjoy the benefits of such a program.
TABLE XU
Eeasons Given for Preferring Clubs to Meet 
After School Hours
Seasons Frequency in Per Cent
1. Time in school needed for 
prescribed studies
36$
2. Interrupts the regular routine 22
3. Shortage of teachers 18
4. More time needed and not to 
limit clubs to school
10
5. Separates clubs from idea of 
another class
4
6. Clubs not advisable for 
small schools
4
7. Creates extra interests 2
8. Only those interested come, 
no loafers
2
Few of the schools have a point system to guide the number 
of activities in which a pupil may participate. A point system is
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devised to lim it the number of activities that one person may take 
active part in. This is  a double safeguard. It protects the organ­
izations from being completely dominated by one aggressive pupil and 
it  protects the ambitious pupils from devoting too much time and 
energy to those activ ities. In the point system so much credit is  
given for holding o ffices, the more important the office the higher 
the number of points given for i t .  After a pupil has gained so many 
poihts he is  not e lig ib le  for any more o ffices. In the small 
schools where there are few clubs there is  no need to regulate the 
activ ities of the pupils and the amount of participation by the 
students. The point system was used by fifteen  of the f i r s t  class 
schools, five  of the second class, and five of the third class. 
However, more of the schools keep an accurate record of tkeactivities 
participated in by the pupils. In most cases these records were 
kept in the principals' o ffices. Thirty-nine f ir s t  class schools, 
twelve second class schools, and eleven third class schools replied 
that they kept accurate records of the pupil activities.
OTHER ACTIVITIES
Pew of the schools have a system of student government. In 
the f ir s t  class school twenty-five schools replied that they had such 
systems. The second class schools reported seven and the third class 
schools reported five . The percentage of schools having student 
government is  not large as is  shown in table 13 (X II I ).
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TABLE XIII
Per Cent of Schools Having Student Government
Classification  
of Schools










First 107 56 52$ 44$
Second 39 23 58$ 30$
Third 46 20 43$ 25$
Tot al 192 99 52$ 33$
There are few honor societies for the promotion of scholar­
ship in the c lassified  high schools. Ten of the f ir s t  class schools 
have the National Honor Society. One of the second class schools 
sponsors that organization. Local scholarship societies are spon­
sored hy eleven of the f ir s t  class schools, four of the second class 
schools, and five  of the third class schools. The per cent of schools 
sponsoring such societies is  shown in table 14 (XIV).
TABLE XIV










First 56 11 10 21 37$
Second 23 4 1 5 21$
Third 20 5 0 5 20$
Total 99 20 11 31 31$
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A large number of the schools sponsored the national youth 
organizations such as the Boy Scouts and the G irl Scouts. The 
second class schools had the highest per cent in sponsoring the 
Boy Scouts. The f ir s t  class schools were next and the third class 
schools were la s t . Pew of the schools sponsored the Campfire G irls , 
the G irl Reserves, or the Hi-Y. Perhaps the reason for the large 
number of chapters of the Boy Scouts and the G irl Scouts in the 
state is  that these groups receive great amounts of publicity by
their national headquarters and therefore they are well known to 
almost every group of young people. The number of these organi­
zations sponsored by the ninety-nine schools that replied w ill 
be found in table 15 (XV).
TABLE XV
Schools Sponsoring National Youth Organizations
C lass ifi­ Number Boy G irl Campfire Hi-T G irl
cation of 
Schools
Replying Scout s Scouts G irls Reser
First 56 37 25 4 1 1
Second 23 19 9 7 0 0
Third 20 13 6 1 1 0
Total 99 69 40 12 2 1
The number of school publications in the c lassified  schools 
is  limited. Many of the smaller schools reported having a page or 
column in the local newspaper. Inhere the fa c ilit ie s  are meagre 
the papers cannot be produced. Annuals and handbooks are few in 
number because they are expensive and in many cases there is  no 
need for them. The number of school newspapers in the ninety-nine 
schools that replied w ill be found in table 16(XVl).
TABLE XVI
School Newspapers Reported 
in the Ninety-Nine C lassified High Schools
C lass ifi­ Number Number Per Cent of Number Report­ Per Cent
cation of Sent Replying Number Sent ing School Reporting
Schools Replying Paper School Paper
First 107 56 5 2# 44 78#
Second 39 23 58# 12 52#
Third 46
"t
20 43# 11 55#
Total 192 99 52% 67 67#
The f ir s t  class schools had the highest per cent with seventy- eight 
per cent of the schools producing newspapers. The third class schools 
were next with f i fty -f iv e  per cent. Fifty-two per cent of the second 
class schools have some kind of a newspaper.
The number of annuals as indicated in table 17 (XVII) is also
small.
TABLE XVII
School Annuals Reported 
in the


















First 107 56 52$ 22 39$
Second 39 23 58$ 6 26$
Third 46 20 43$ 4 20$
Total 192 99 52$ 32 32$
The f ir s t  class schools lead with thirty-nine per cent of the 
schools sponsoring annuals. The second class schools follow with 
twenty-six per cent of the schools producing them and the third 
class schools were last with twenty per cent of the schools pub­
lishing annuals.




School Handbooks Reported 
in the


















First 107 56 5256 8 14$
Second 39 23 58̂ 6 1 4$
Third 46 20 43$ 0 0
Total 192 99 52$ 9 9$
Fourteen per cent of the f ir s t  class schools reported handbooks and 
four per cent of the second class schools reported having them.
In the third class schools that reported, no handbooks are sponsored. 
Perhaps the reason for the small number of handbooks that are used 
is  that in the small schools there is no need for this method of 
acquainting the students with the activities of the school.
VALUES OF CLUBS
The questionnaire asked the administrators to state what 
in their opinion was the value and purpose of the school clubs.
The complete l is t  of replies with the number replying w ill be found 
in table 19 (XIX).
TABLE XIX
Values of School Clubs
Value Frequency of Replies
1. Develop citizenship, in itia tive , 44
and leadership
2. Socialize and enrich the 
social l i f e  of pupils
(cont*d on next page)
27
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3. Develop special interests 23
4. Promote interest in school work 15
5. Development of self-expression 8
6. Educational 7
7. Develop knowledge of future problems 4
8. Promotes loyality and school spirit 4
9. Recreation 4
10. Encourages group cooperation 4
11. Character training 4
12. Enables teachers to understand pupils 2
13. Outlet for excess energy 2
14. Helps in guidance programs 1
15. Aid in school discipline 1
16. Breaks monotony of straight school work 1
17. Connects school with home l i f e  1
The building of citizenship, in itia tive , and leadership 
received the largest number of answers. The next most common answer 
was that the clubs would help to socialize the pupils and give them 
some social activity that they did not or could not receive else­
where. Twenty-three replied that the clubs could help develop spcial 
interests and talents. Promotes interest in the regular schssl work 
was given in fifteen  of the rep lies. Eight of the administrators 
believe that school clubs may help in the development of s e lf -  
expression.
SUMMARY
1. The f ir s t  class schools sponsor the most activ ities in 
the c lassified  high schools with an average of four clubs per school. 
The second class schools are next with an average of slightly  over 
two clubs per school. The third class schoolsare last with an average 
of almost two clubs per school.
2. In the f ir s t  class schools the Musical activ ities lead 
a ll  others. Home Economics and Agricultural clubs are next with 
twenty-six and twenty-four respectively of the schools sponsoring
those activ ities. Dramatic and Athletic clubs follow with twenty- 
five  of the schools reporting those groups. The Pep clubs, Journelism, 
and National Honor Societies come in order with sixteen, fourteen, and 
ten respectively. The other departmental and interest clubs are few.
3. In the second class schools the Musical organizations 
again lead. They are closely followed by the Pep clubs and the Hobby 
clubs.
4. Musical organizations formed the largest group in the 
third class schools with fourteen listed . The Home Economic groups 
were second.
5. Basketball is  the outstanding sport in the c lassified  
high schools. Ninety-seven of the ninety-nine schools replying have 
basketball teams. Eighty-seven have track teams, and sixty-four have 
football teams.
6. The number of non-athletic groups is  three hundred twenty- 
eight; the number of athletic groups is three hundred seventeen.
This indicates that the activ ities where the results can easily be 
seen are more readily sponsored.
7. Most of the schools favor having the clubs meet after 
school with the reason most often given being that the school day 
was completely needed i f  they were to accomplish the prescribed work.
8. The minority of schools that favored the clubs meeting 
during the school day did so because many of the pupils lived away 
from the school and since they had to go home on busses or in cars 




9. Few of the schools provide a special period for the work 
of the clubs. The third class schools are the most progressive in 
this phase.
10. Student government is  not one of the usual things found 
in the schools. The f irs t  class schools are the most progressive in 
this activity.
11. The f ir s t  class schools sponsor the largest number of honor 
societies. They also had the largest numberof chapters of the National 
Honor Society.
12. The Boy Scouts are a popular organization. Sixty-nine 
of the ninety-nine schools that replied have Boy Scouts sponsored 
by the school.
13. The Girl Scouts are found in about one-half of the schools 
that replied.
14. There are few schools that sponsor the Campfire G irls , 
the G irl Reserves, or the Hi-Y.
15. Th6 number of school publications is  limited. Seventy- 
eight per cent of the f ir s t  class schools have newspapers. The third 
class schools were next with fifty-five per cent of the schools replying 
sponsoring such activity. The second class schools were last with 
fifty-two per cent of the schools sponsoring them.
16. The number of annual and handbooks is  small. The f ir s t  
class schools lead in the number produced and are closely followed 
by the second class schools.
17. Developing citizenship, initiative, and leadership was 
given most often as one of the values of schools clubs. This was
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followed by the socializing value. Developing special interests and 
talents was the next most often cited reason for the promotion of 
school clubs. Promoting interest in school work was given a prominent 
place in the values of the school clubs.
CONCLUSION
It was the writer*s purpose to find out in this study just 
what the c lassified  high schools in North Dakota were doing in de­
veloping and sponsoring club programs and some of the reasons why 
small or extensive club programs have been developed.
In the schools there is  a decided tendency for the athletic 
activ ities to overshadow the non-athletic groups. This may be caused 
by the fact that school athletics have been well established and are 
encouraged by the patrons of the schools. Whereas, activities in 
which the values are not immediately realized are comparatively new 
to the systems and consequently are not so readily received. The 
schools that are preparing teachers and administrators should include 
courses in the prescribed course of studies that w ill point out the 
important values of the club activities and in that way educate the 
men aid women that are going out into the f ie ld  in the values of these 
worth-while activ ities. Future teachers and administrators should be 
encouraged to participate in as many of the extra-curricular 
activ ities as they are able in order that they may have f ir s t  hand 
information concerning adequate programs or work, organization, 
sponsorship, and leadership. The investigation at Ohio State Uni­
versity showed that more than f i f t y  per cent of the secondary school 
teachers throughout the country must perform extra-curricular duties
for which they are not adequately trained.* Is it any wonder that 
many of the clubs have l i t t le  success in their work when they are 
sponsored by incompetent teachers? It would make the work of super­
vising the activ ities much easier i f  the teacher had had experience 
in actual participation in extra-curricular activ ities. The d ifficu lty  
of keeping up the interest of the pupils in the activities may he 
overcome by interest and understanding of the activity on the part 
of the teachers.
The schools should not became so enthusiastic that they 
introduce a ll  kinds of activ ities into their programs. The 
activ ities should be the genuine developments of the interests of the 
pupils themselves. Pupils w ill not adopt school clubs that aro 
forced upon them by school men who are interested in having a large 
number of clubs regardless of the pupils needs and interests.
This study has shown that there is room and need for improv­
ing the club programs in almost a l l  of the schools studied. By 
careful and intensive study of the problems of each particular school 
the writer fee ls  that many of the existing evils may be corrected.
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First Class High Schools Administrators Replying
Anamoose Principal Martin Eriksen
Belfie ld Paul S. B illy
Bismarck n W. H. Payne
Bowbells it Milo 0. Lodoen
Columbus it Clara Jung
Cooperstown ti Ovidia Carstens
Dickinson it R. J. Hanson
Donnybrook ti Clem E. Senechal
Enderlin it M. C. Olafson
Fargo ii B. C. B. Tighe
Finley it A. C. Auk
Grand Forks i i L. G. Thompson
Henkinson n C. H. Siefken
Harvey i i Lloyd Elias
Hebron ti C. A. Frojen
Hettinger H Irene Carmody
Jamestown II A. 0. ELstad
Kenmare It Elmer C. Johnson
Kulm It Paul Baertsch
Dakota II Conrad G. Blegstad
Langdon II Homer Agar
Larimore II Alice T. Paulson
Linton II E. Jeanette Ludwigs







Minot State Teachers College 
High School
Principal Eichard K. Klein 
" W. L. Neff
" Alfred W. Golde
" S. Johnson






1 B. L. Simmons
" Silvio Francis Egizii
Superintendent D. G. Stubhins
Principal Hanna C. Stark
" A. V. Olson
" B. W. Dunkelberger
Park Eiver Walsh County Agricul­












Valley City State Teachers College 
High School M
Floyd I .  Ferguson 
J. D. McQueen 
L. C. Heyerdahl 
Evelyn Engstrom 
William A. Doering 
C. A. Hutchins 
E. H. Price 
Florence G. Smith 
James Kennelly




I l i a  Britton







L ila  M. Argue 
Hollis Ahrlin 
I .  T. Langseth 
Gertrude Piers 
L. E. Fortsch
SCHOOLS WITH MAKES OF INDIVIDUALS ANSWERING THE QUESTIONNAIRE

















































Melvin H. H ill
J. I . Randol 
Sylvester K. Keefe 
M. McCrea
Jo. M. Flammang 
Muriel Nurseth 




B. H. Plummer 
W. Dyce Millard 
Thelma Bilden
K. H. Erickson 
Alvin Thorson 
Harriet Cochran
E. V. Estense 
Florence V. Jensen 
John A. Mitchell 




SCHOOLS WITH NAMES OF INDIVIDUALS ANSWERING THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Third Class High Schools Administrators Replying
Braddock Principal H. A; Malosh
Calvin it Lloyd Watne
Courtenay it Robert A. Ê -ans
Crystal ii Elizabeth Whelan
Deering n Ernestine K. Steffen
Douglas i i C. 0. Lystad
Forman i i E. A. West
Fingal it Leota A. Jones
GiTby i i John Benson
Halliday i i P. L. Christianson
Eensal i i L. D. Flem
Lansford it Frances E. Winkler
Litchville ii J. B. Jenstad
Makoti i i I . M. Ulberg
Monango it L. H. Baumann
Portal it Donald P0rter
Rock Lanes M J. G. Johnson
Sykeston II M. A. Wiest
Willow City II Irene Overholser
York H R. K. Coughlan
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Appendix C
THE QUESTIONNAIRE USED TO SURVEY THE 






I am making a survey of the club activ ities in the high schools 
o f North Dakota. In order to do this I must have the help of 
principals in the c ities which I am including in the survey. This 
work is  being done with the cooperation of the University of North 
Dakota and under the approval of Dean J. V. Breitwieser of the Col­
lege of Education.
Your work w ill not entail a great deal of your time, and I feel 
that the knowledge gained as a result of this survey w ill ju stify  
any inconvenience that i t  may cause you.
The questionnaire is  self-explanatory. I f  your school includes the 
Junior high school, please make a note of that fact in the margin.
By clubs, I mean a l l  non-athletic groups. There is a separate ques­
tion to cover athletic groups. Any additional information that you 
may add w ill be greatly appreciated.





Number of High School Students ____________ Principal ___________________
1. How many clubs do you have? ____________
2. How many students participate in clubs? ____________
3. Name school clubs, department, membership, and sponsor as:
Le Cercle Francais French_______________ 25______French teacher
4. Do you have student government? _________________________________________
5. Do you have a point system? _ ____________________________________________
6, Do you have asoholarship society? Local ___________ Nat'1 Eonor7______
Society
7. Do you have a school paper? _________  Annual? __________ Handbook?______
8, Do you have a special period for the meetings of clubs? ______________
When? _____________________________________________How long?_________________
9, Is the homeroom or assembly used for the meetings of any clubs? ____
When __________________________________________________________________________ _
10. Do you favor club meetings during or after school? ____________________
Reasons _____________________________________________________________________ _
11. Do you keep an accurate record of student activities? ________________
12. Do you have Boy Scouts? _________  G irl Scouts? ________ Campfire Girls?
Hi-Y? ____________ Others? __________________________________________________
13. Does your school have football team? _ _ _ _ _ _  basketball?_____Track?
Others? _______________________________________________________ __
14. What in your opinion is  the value and purpose of school clubs?
